Abstract-Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs) are approximation techniques to solve multi-objective optimization problems. Since MOGAs search a wide variety of pareto optimal solutions at the same time, MOGAs require large computation power. In order to solve practical sizes of the multi objective optimization problems, it is desirable to design and develop a hardware implementation method for MOGAs with high search efficiency and calculation speed. In this paper, we propose a new method to easily implement MOGAs as high performance hardware circuits. In the proposed method, we adopt simple Minimal Generation Gap (MGG) model as the generation model, because it is easy to be pipelined. In order to preserve diversity of individuals, we need a special selection mechanism such as the niching method which takes large computation time to repeatedly compare superiority among all individuals in the population. In the proposed method, we developed a new selection mechanism which greatly reduces the number of comparisons among individuals, keeping diversity of individuals. Our method also includes a parallel execution architecture based on Island GA which is scalable to the number of concurrent pipelines and effective to keep diversity of individuals. We applied our method to multi-objective Knapsack Problem. As a result, we confirmed that our method has higher search efficiency than existing method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs) are techniques to solve multi-objective optimization problems which optimize multiple conflicting objectives at the same time. Multi-objective optimization problems have a set of optimal solutions called Pareto optimal solutions which may include many solutions. So, MOGAs require large computation power to search pareto optimal solutions uniformly. For practical use of MOGAs, it is mandatory to solve the problems in short time. For this purpose, existing software implementation techniques are not enough. So, we need an efficient hardware implementation technique for MOGAs.
There are several existing studies regarding to hardware implementation of optimization algorithms. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Simulated Annealing (SA) have been implemented on hardware platforms in [8] , [9] , respectively. Several techniques for hardware implementation of GAs have also been proposed. In [13] , Wakabayshi et al. implemented a GA with an adaptive selection. In [11] , Kobayashi et al. implemented a GA for extraction of disconnected closed loops on FPGA. In order to improve calculation speed of these circuit, it is important to prevent pipeline stall. Some of existing studies adopt steady-state GAs since they achieve less pipeline stalls than traditional generation models. In [10] , hardware GA called H 3 engine that adopts steady-state GA was implemented. In [1] , Barry et al. developed hardware circuits for Set Coverage Problem using Steady-state GA. In [2] , Aporntewan et al. proposed a hardware implementation technique for Compact Genetic Algorithm on FPGAs. These existing studies target GAs with a single objective function. As long as we know, there is no study aiming at hardware implementation of MOGAs.
Several software implementation techniques for MOGAs have been proposed so far. In [3] , Deb et al. proposed an algorithm called NSGA-II (Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm). In [17] , Zitzler et al. proposed an algorithm called SPEA-II (Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm-II). These algorithms are difficult to be implemented as hardware circuits, since they use general generation models and complex selection mechanisms such as the niching method. So, we need an appropriate method for implementing MOGAs as hardware.
In this paper, we propose a new method to easily implement MOGAs as high performance hardware circuits. The proposed method is an extension of our previous method [15] which implements single objective GAs as hardware circuits. In the proposed method, we adopt simple Minimal Generation Gap (MGG) model as the generation model, because it is easy to be pipelined. In order to preserve diversity of individuals, we developed a new selection mechanism which greatly reduces the number of comparisons among individuals, keeping diversity of individuals. Our method also includes a parallel execution architecture based on Island GA which is scalable to the number of concurrent pipelines and effective to keep diversity of individuals.
We applied our method to multi-objective Knapsack Problem and compared search efficiency between our method and NSGA-II. Through these experiments, we confirmed that the proposed method has higher search efficiency than NSGA-II.
In the following Sect. II, we describe outline of our architectures for hardware implementation of single objective GA proposed in [15] . In Sect. III, we describe basic ideas of our proposed method. In Sect. IV, we describe details of our hardware implementation techniques. In Sect. V, we describe the experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. VI. In this section, we briefly explain our previously proposed method for hardware implementation of single objective GA on FPGA [15] . First, we describe the outline of hardware implementation of GA circuits in Sect. II-A. Then, we describe the generation model used in the architecture in Sect. II-B. Finally, we describe the technique for parallel execution in Sect. II-C.
A. Outline of Hardware Implementation of Single Objective GA
We proposed a general hardware architecture for single objective GA [15] . The goal of the architecture is to synthesize efficient hardware circuit of single objective GA for a given problem and problem size (size of each solution) which fully utilizes the target FPGA device. To achieve the goal, the proposed architecture has the following features. (1) It is easy to implement on FPGA and general enough to be applied to various problems. (2) It has good performance by fully utilizing target FPGA device and constructing parallel execution circuit of GA operations.
For the above (1), efficient memory utilization is essential. So we adopted a generation model based on Minimal Generation Gap (MGG) model [5] . The outline of this generation model is explained in Sect. II-B. In this architecture, hardware modules corresponding to GA operations such as crossover and mutation have to be designed separately, and the throughputs of these modules have to be the same so that they can be executed in a pipelined manner. This modulebased design allows our architecture to be applied to various GA problems.
For the above (2), reducing synchronization among multiple parallel pipelines is important. We adopted Island GA (IGA) model [4] as the parallel execution architecture. This parallel architecture is explained in Sect. II-C.
B. Generation Model of Hardware GA
If the population management mechanism is implemented as a hardware circuit in a straight-forward way, extra memory to store newly generated individuals is required in addition to the memory for storing current population. In [1] and [2] , survival-based steady-state GA and Compact Genetic Algorithm are used to reduce sizes of a hardware circuit and memory, respectively.
Survival-based steady-state GA replaces the individual with the worst fitness value in the current population by a newly generated individual with a better fitness value. Steady-state GA always keeps track of the worst individual. This requires extra clocks and makes pipelining difficult. Compact Genetic Algorithm does not retain a population. Instead, it retains a probability distribution to approximate the set of chromosomes in the current population. Compact GA assumes that all chromosomes are represented only by 0 and 1, and there is no straight-forward way to apply this algorithm to TSP or other practical problems.
In the proposed method, we use a simplified MGG model [5] . In this model, two individuals are picked up from the current population. Crossover and mutation operations are applied to these individuals to generate an offspring individual. This offspring individual is then evaluated. Selection operation selects the individual with the highest fitness value from the family (an offspring individual and the parent individuals) and replaces the worst individual in the family with it. This simplification makes it easy to construct pipelined and parallel circuit for processing individuals, and greatly reduces the required memory for storing individuals.
With this method, however, candidate solutions tend to converge towards one point in the search space since it targets single objective. We describe the enhanced technique to solve this problem in Sect. III-B. In Sect. III-B, we extend this method to be able to obtain wide variety of candidates solutions for multi-objective optimization problems.
C. Outline of Parallel Architecture
There are various techniques for parallel execution of GA. In our architecture, we use the technique of Island GA (IGA). IGA divides the population into several sets. Each set is regarded as an island, and population in each island evolves independently. Tiny fraction of the population periodically migrates to another island so that all islands cooperatively search for a good solution. Since IGA tends to retain better diversity of individuals than simple GA (SGA, hereafter), it hardly falls into a local optimum, and thus it has better search efficiency than SGA.
For parallel processing in a hardware circuit, maximum operating frequency may be decreased due to synchronization among parallel processing units. By using the IGA model for parallel execution of GA in a hardware circuit, each island (processing unit) is only required to periodically exchange individuals with its neighboring island for parallel execution. So, the synchronization mechanism can be very simple and its critical path does not depend on the number of parallel processing units. This greatly contributes to the performance scalability of the resulting circuits.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In Sect. II-A, we described an architecture suitable to implement single objective GAs as hardware circuits. However, this architecture cannot be directly applied to MOGAs since it is designed to keep individuals with better fitness values calculated by a single objective function in the population at each generation. On the other hand, MOGAs need to keep a wide variety of individuals in the population at each generation to find (near) pareto optimal solutions uniformly. In order to keep diversity of individuals, existing MOGAs adopt the niching method [6] . However, it is difficult to implement those mechanisms as pipelined hardware modules, since they require repeated comparison among all individuals in the population. Therefore, if we implement MOGAs as hardware circuits in a straightforward way, this part would be bottleneck.
According to the above discussion, we propose a new selection mechanism to keep diversity of individuals which is suitable for hardware implementation. Our proposed mechanism can be implemented as pipelined modules on a hardware platform. Also, we propose an overall architecture suitable to implement MOGAs as hardware circuits. Our proposed architecture is scalable with respect to the number of concurrent pipelines, that is, within the available circuit size, the parallel degree can be increased with low overhead to improve search speed of MOGAs.
In the following subsections, first we define multiobjective optimization problems. Our selection mechanism for MOGAs is explained in Sect. III-B. Finally, we describe our architecture for parallel execution of MOGAs in Sect. III-C.
A. Multi-Objective optimization problem
Multi-objective optimization problems are problems to find solutions which optimize multiple conflicting objectives at the same time. So, the superior solution candidate cannot be determined by comparison of fitness values of a single objective.
Let I denote a set of objectives. Let x and y denote solution candidates (individuals). Let f i (x) denote the fitness value of individual x with respect to the objective i ∈ I. We say that x is superior to (or dominates) y if the following condition holds.
Pareto optimal solutions are solutions which are not dominated by all other solutions in the whole search space. In general, pareto optimal solutions are represented by a set of points in the search space and could contain many points. Multi-objective optimization problems are problems to find all of pareto optimal solutions.
MOGAs is one of the approximation techniques to find near pareto optimal solutions as uniformly as possible for multi-objective optimization problems.
B. Proposed mechanism for keeping diversity of individuals
We propose a selection operation to be easily implemented as a pipelined hardware module where individuals with similar chromosomes are removed prior to others to keep diversity in the population.
In our method, two individuals (parent individuals) are chosen from the current population (all solution candidates). Then crossover and mutation operations are applied to them to generate a new individual (offspring individual). The fitness value of each objective is calculated for the offspring individual. These operations can be implemented similarly to our method for single objective GA explained in Sect. II-B.
The selection operation is quite different from our previous method. In our method, two selection operations called normal selection and biased selection are used. Both of selection operations work as follows: (1) normal selection and biased selection differ in the policy of replacing the parent individual with the offspring individual. In Replacement Part, the condition of normal selection is whether the offspring individual dominates the parent offspring. The condition of the biased selection is whether the fitness value of the offspring individual is superior to that of the parent individual, with respect to a single specified objective.
In Overlap Rejection Part, the offspring individual is compared with all individuals in the current population in order to remove the individuals with the same chromosome. In our proposed method, however, we adopt a method to compare individuals by their fitness values. We will explain the reason in Sect. IV-E. If the solution candidates with the same fitness value as the offspring individual are found, they are marked. If it does not satisfy the condition of Replacement Part, the marked individuals are compared with the offspring individual. In that case, if the offspring individual dominates a marked individual, the marked individual is replaced with the offspring individual in the population.
C. Parallel Execution Architecture for Multi-Objective GA
Similarly to our previous method in Sect. II-C, we adopted IGA as parallel execution of MOGAs. To improve search efficiency of MOGAs, we added the following features.
In our new parallel execution architecture, in order to keep diversity of individuals among islands, we let one island use normal selection (normal Island) and remaining k islands use biased selection (biased Island) for multiobjective optimization problems with k objectives.
In general IGA, immigration operation exchanges small number of individuals in an island with its neighboring island. In our new architecture, immigrating individuals are chosen from k biased Island one by one every fixed period. Then they are compared and the individual which dominates others is selected. After that, we let the selected individual immigrate to normal Island. At the same time, one individual is selected in normal Island, and we duplicate it and let the duplicated individuals to immigrate to all biased Islands. The above immigration operation aims at preventing individuals from being selected in a particular island with the specific objective.
IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we show two architectures suitable to hardware implementation of MOGAs based on our proposed Fig. 1 . The other one is called the parallel architecture for constructing parallel GA circuits. The parallel architecture composes multiple pipelines to be executed in parallel in an IGA manner. The parallel architecture consists of the following modules : management module, crossover module, mutation module, evaluation module, selection module, overlap rejection module, immigration module and relation module. The parallel architecture is shown in Fig. 2 .
Management module retains population where each individual consists of fitness values and chromosomes. Crossover module, mutation module and evaluation module perform corresponding genetic operations. Selection module and overlap rejection module use techniques explained in Sect. III-B. Immigration module and relation module are used only in the parallel architecture.
In our proposed architectures, each module must be designed to receive and send out m bits of data (i.e.,chromosome) every clock (though it may require some extra clocks to output the first m bit data after the first m bit data is input). Buses between neighboring modules have width of m bits. Since each chromosome is coded as a fixed size string of n bits (n and m are given as parameters), n m clocks are required to process each chromosome, where n ≥ m. Each module receives and processes data in a pipelined manner. We describe details of each module, hereafter.
A. Management Module
Management module includes memory in which the population is stored. This module reads individuals from the memory, and sends them to crossover module ( Fig. 1 (b) ), one by one. It also receives individuals from overlap rejection module ( Fig. 1 (a) ) and writes them to the memory.
When overlap rejection module requests management module to write an individual to the memory, chromosome and fitness values of the individual received from selection module are written to the specified address. Since memory read and write cannot be performed simultaneously, data of an individual cannot be sent to crossover module during memory write. Such a pipeline stall can be prevented by sending an offspring individual (which overlap rejection module retains) directly to crossover module. In the case when overlap rejection module does not request memory write, a randomly selected individual in the population, its address and fitness value are sent to crossover module ( Fig.  1 (b) ).
B. Crossover Module
Crossover module has a register r which retains chromosome, address and fitness value of the individual parent1 received n m clocks before. Crossover module applies crossover operator to chromosome parent1 and chromosome parent2 which has just been received, and creates a new chromosome offspring. Crossover module also performs part of selection operation. The module compares fitness values of parent1 and parent2 and sends the address and fitness values of the superior individual. If two parents do not dominate each other, parent1 is sent to crossover module.
C. Mutation Module
Mutation module applies mutation operator to the chromosome of offspring which is received from crossover module, and sends the chromosome of the resulting individual offspring2 to the evaluation module. Also, the module sends the address and chromosome of parent1 or parent2 received from crossover module to evaluation module ( Fig. 1 (d) ).
D. Evaluation Module
Evaluation module calculates the fitness values of offspring2 received from the mutation module using all objec- Fig. 2 . Parallel Architecture tive functions. Then, this module sends the calculated fitness values in addition to the information received from mutation module ( Fig. 1 (e) ).
E. Selection Module
Selection module uses one of two proposed selection methods described in Sect. III-B. The inputs of selection module are the chromosome and calculated fitness values of offspring, fitness values and address of the selected parent. Selection module compares fitness values of the selected parent and offspring, and then it decides if the offspring should be replaced with the parent or not. The result of decision is represented by a selected flag, which becomes true if the offspring should be replaced with the parent. Selection module transfers the fitness values and chromosome of offspring individual, selected flag, the address of the parent individual to overlap rejection module.
F. Overlap rejection module
Overlap rejection module updates population while removing redundant individuals. Removal of redundant individual is performed based on following three policies. 1) Offspring is replaced with parent in the population if the offspring is selected, except policy 2). 2) Offspring is not replaced with parent if population already has individual identical to the offspring. This (Fig. 3) . Each submodule i has following parameters: 
G. Parallel Architecture
In the proposed parallelization method, one ordinary MOGA called normal MOGA and multiple biased MOGAs each of which takes one objective function prior to other objective functions are executed in the corresponding islands (pipelines). Basically we assign selection policies to islands so that the number of biased MOGAs is the same as the number of objective functions. In order to exchange individuals between parallel MOGA islands, immigration module is introduced between management module and crossover module, as shown in Fig. 2 . Most of time, we let crossover module receive individuals from management module from the same island, but we let it receive individuals from other island every specified interval.
Relation module chooses the best individual from individuals output from biased MOGA islands, and sends it to a normal MOGA island.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate search efficiency of our method, we have implemented the method as software and conducted some experiments with it. In the implementation, we used Half Uniform Crossover (HUX) and bit-mutation. As benchmark, the multi-objective Knapsack Problem [7] 2KP50-50 was used for evaluation. This problem has 52 pareto optimal solutions. Parameter values used in the experiment are as follows: the number of individuals per island is 64, crossover rate is 0.4, and mutation rate is 0.04. Experimental results are shown as average values of 10 trials.
The number of obtained pareto optimal solutions are shown in Fig. 4 . We assume that MOGAs with our method are implemented as hardware circuits. So, we evaluated search efficiency as the number of obtained pareto optimal solutions per clock. In Fig. 4 , "normal method" corresponds to the case when only the normal selection is used, and "biased method" does the case when both the biased selection and the normal selection are used together. The number in parentheses shows the number of islands (it shows the number of concurrent pipelines).
This result shows that our proposed method can generate part of pareto optimal solutions. We see that the cases with larger parallel degrees achieve higher performance and "biased method(3)" outperforms "normal method(6)". The obtained non-dominated solutions in the experiments are shown in Fig. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 . Here, the number of evaluations per island is 1,000,000. These figures show the best results of 10 trials. In Fig. 5 , "normal method(1)" mainly obtained non-dominated solutions around center part of pareto front. Normal methods with many island obtained wider variety of non-dominated solutions in pareto front, but they could not obtain pareto optimal solutions on both edges of pareto front. On the other hand, "biased method(3)" obtained the pareto optimal solutions on both edges. According to this discussion, we confirmed that executing biased selection together with normal selection concurrently is effective. Next, we evaluated computation speed when our proposed method is implemented as hardware circuits. From our previous work [15] , hardware circuits implemented on FPGA devices achieved 100-140MHz clock frequency. Since hardware architecture proposed in this paper is similar to our previous method, we assumed that our circuits can achieve at least 100MHz clock frequency. In our proposed method, evaluation of each individual can be executed in one clock cycle per island. So, we can estimate that one evaluation consumes 1.00 × 10 −8 seconds. With this assumption, we compared our proposed method with NSGA-II. Here, NSGA-II is implemented as software. Experimental environments are as follows: We used gcc version 3.35 with optimized option O3 and executed the software on a general PC with Pentium 4 (2.4GHz), 256MB memory on linux 2.6.10. We used the following parameter values: the number of individuals is 64; crossover rate is 0.6; and mutation rate is 0.02. AS a result, software implementation of NSGA-II consumed 1.53 × 10 −4 seconds for each evaluation. So, we see that our proposed method achieves much higher performance than NSGA-II. Table I shows the number of obtained pareto optimal solutions by both methods. Similarly, the number of evaluations and processing time are shown in this table. Here, the numbers of evaluations are the values when GAs converge. Processing time of our proposed method is calculated based on the assumption explained above.
From this result, we confirmed that our proposed methods (normal methods and biased method) outperforms NSGA-II, and especially our biased method achieves good performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a method to implement MOGAs as efficient hardware circuits. Novelty of our method is in our selection mechanism to keep diversity of individuals by efficiently checking superiority among individuals considering multi objectives, and our architecture which is scalable to increase the number of concurrent pipelines. In experiments, we compared search efficiency of MOGAs implemented by our proposed method with existing method NSGA-II, and confirmed that our MOGAs work much more efficiently.
As part of future work, we design interface module to exchange input/output data between our MOGA circuits and other circuits such as CPU. Then we are planning to implement MOGAs on FPGA using the proposed method, to apply our method to various multi objective optimization problems, and to improve execution efficiency of the resulting circuits.
